AAAS/Science Program for Excellence in Science

The nearly 130,000 members of AAAS (the American Association for the Advancement of Science) make up the world’s largest multidisciplinary science organization. In 2004, AAAS established the Program for Excellence in Science for graduate, medical, and postdoctoral students who work in the life sciences or related fields. Awardees selected to participate in this program receive full AAAS member benefits at no cost to them.

By awarding these sponsored memberships, this program recognizes the achievements of selected students and young investigators, and it enhances their educational experience and laboratory performance by providing them with links to leading scientific resources as well as connections to colleagues worldwide. This program is open to outstanding individuals who are not current or past AAAS members/Science subscribers.

The Organization

AAAS works to advance science and serve society throughout the world. It engages with policymakers to strengthen governmental commitment to science and to develop curricula that can guide the education of the next generation of researchers. It also works to increase the dialogue around science between scientists and the general public and to provide free tools and information to individual scientists so that they can develop successful and productive careers. In addition, AAAS publishes the weekly journal Science, which features news, independent analysis, and cutting-edge, original research that is changing the contours of science.

Member Benefits

AAAS provides members with a wide range of valuable benefits, including:

- Delivery of 51 weekly issues of Science via Zinio (an e-magazine subscription).
- Access to the entire Science website, anytime, and from anywhere (including the complete Science Classic archive dating back to 1880 and access to articles before they appear in print via Science Express).
- Access to full-text Science online articles via the Science Reader app for the iPad (and coming soon, through apps for iPhone and Android devices).
- Substantial discounts on subscriptions to Science’s companion journals, Science Signaling and Science Translational Medicine.
- Discounts from AAAS partners including Apple, Subaru, Dell, and Geico.
- Access to AAAS MemberCentral, the website for and about AAAS members. Here you will find stories of how AAAS members are advancing science and serving society.
- Networking opportunities in up to three of AAAS’s 24 topic-specific member sections.

To apply for this program, either provide the information requested on the back side of this form, or visit surveymonkey.com/s/scienceinchina and complete the form online. For questions regarding this program, telephone 1-202-326-6528 or e-mail jking@aaas.org.
AAAS/Science Program for Excellence in Science

Please provide the following information:

First Name or Given Name
Last Name or Family Name
Job Title, if appropriate
Institution
Department
Organization
Street Address 1
Street Address 2
City
State/Province
Zip Code or Postal Code
Country
E-mail address
Telephone number

Which best describes your current position? (check only one)

☐ Student
☐ Teacher
☐ Professor
☐ Associate Professor
☐ Assistant Professor
☐ Department Head
☐ Laboratory Director
☐ Postdoc
☐ Principal Investigator
☐ Research Assistant
☐ Research Associate
☐ Senior Scientist
☐ Staff Scientist
☐ Technician
☐ Other

Please indicate in which of the following general areas you are studying or working. (check only one)

☐ Life Sciences
☐ Chemistry
☐ Earth Sciences
☐ Engineering
☐ Mathematics & Computer Science
☐ Physics & Astronomy
☐ Social & Behavioral Sciences
☐ Other

AAAS periodically sends its members e-mail messages on behalf of third parties. These messages provide information on products or events that we feel is of interest to our members. AAAS does not release member e-mail addresses to outside parties. Please indicate your preference regarding such e-mail messages.

☐ Yes, I would like to receive third party e-mail from AAAS.
☐ No, I would not like to receive third party e-mail from AAAS.

Please indicate which of the following e-mail messages you would like to receive from AAAS/Science.

☐ Science e-Table of Contents (weekly)
☐ Science China Roundup
☐ Science Careers e-newsletter (monthly) and other career-related information